PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMISSIONER OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION
TELANGANA: HYDERABAD

PRESENT: Sri Navin Mittal, I.A.S.,
COMMISSIONER

Procs.No.F/7593/2018

Sub:- Technical Education - Establishment - Smt Z. Mamatha, Junior Assistant, GPT, Madhira - Temporary Promoted to the post of Senior Assistant and posted at GPT, Kothagudem - Modification posting Orders - Issued

Read:-This Office Proceedings of even No. dt. 01.09.2018.

ORDER:

1. In partial modification of orders issued vide reference read above, Smt Z. Mamatha, Junior Assistant, GPT, Madhira, temporarily promoted to the post of Senior Assistant and posted at GPT, Kothagudem is now posted at SG Government Polytechnic, Adilabad in the existing vacancy.

2. The Principals concerned are requested to relieve/accept the above incumbent and submit the compliance in the matter.

3. The receipt of the proceedings shall be acknowledged.

Sd/-Navin Mittal
COMMISSIONER

To:

Smt Z. Mamatha, Junior Assistant, GPT, Madhira
through the Principal, GPT, Madhira.
Copy to the Principal, GPT, Madhira
Copy to the Principal, SG Government Polytechnic, Adilabad.
Copy to the STO/DTO Concerned.
Copy to RJDTE, Hyderabad.

//F.B.O//

SUPERINTENDENT